Annual Congress on Neurology and Neuroscience

European Neurology 2019

Paris, Sep 15, 2018 (Issuewire.com) - Dear Peers,

It is with great pleasure we welcome you to attend our prestigious Annual Congress on Neurology and Neuroscience on March 14-15, 2019 at Paris, France.

Visit our official website: https://neurosciencecongress.neurologyconference.com/

Our main motto is to create awareness on Neurological Disorders through this conference and to create successful collaborations among neurological enthusiasts, hence the conference will be a great gateway for sharing your works with other experts all around the globe.

Conference Highlights

- Amalgamation of Professionals from 28 different countries under a roof
- Special recognition for Young Researchers
- Symposium and Workshop sessions by professionals
- Special awards for Speakers and Poster Presentations
- One on One Meeting with top Psychiatrists
- International accredited certificates

This live event is looking for new approaches and scopes to thoroughly review the scientific as well as the clinical aspect of neurology and neuroscience. Join with more than 500 colleagues for interactive, innovative and incredible experience in the beautiful city of Paris, France.

Learning Objectives:

- Share and describe new developments in the field of neurology and neuroscience
- They can compare research guidelines and good practices with new current practices and strength or gaps
- Discover new research techniques in development with practical implication used in recovery
treatment or research fields
- Participants can build their networks of professionals and can find valuable resources
- Explain recent or upcoming changes in policy to identify provider involvement areas
- Demonstrate the knowledge while treating patients with neurological disorders in clinical aspects
- Usage of various patient screening tools that used to identify usage of substance abuse and interpretation results
- Enhance patient’s readiness to change in their risky behaviours by using motivational interviewing

Participation Benefits:
- Welcome Reception
- Keynote Presentation
- Presentation over concurrent streams
- Half day Workshop
- Poster Presentation
- Video/ Virtual Presentation
- Exhibitor and Sponsor displays
- Symposium and Networking
- Best Poster Award
- Young Researcher Award

Who Will Attend?

International Conference on Neurology and Neuroscience is a meeting dedicated to Neurologists, Board Directors, Young researches & Students, Educational institutions, Neurology Industrialist, Neurology organisations, Professors, Neurology and neuroscience Researcher’s, Pharmacist, Neuropsychologist, Physicians, Business delegates and those who are expert in the care of neurological diseases.

International SUPPORTED Journals:
- Journal of Neurology and Neurophysiology
- Journal of Neurological disorders
- International Journal of Neurorehabilitation

We warmly welcome you to join our team in this March at Paris - The City of Love.

For further details, feel free to revert to me.

Keerthana N,

Program Director | European Neurology 2019

Church field road, London, UK

E: neurologyeurope18@gmail.com

Tel & Whatsapp: +44 203 936 3178

Twitter: https://twitter.com/neurologyeurope
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/EuropeanNeurology2019/?modal=admin_todo_tour
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/keerthana-n-75805b15a/
Blogspot: https://neurologyneuroscience.blogspot.com/
Wordpress: https://neurology323799011.wordpress.com/
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